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First joint judiciary auctions after the Lunar New Year holiday 

and launching of mobile payment services Auction values 

reached NT$50 million 

AEA branches across the country held judiciary auctions simultaneously 

on March 6, attracting huge crowds of people to participate in the bidding. The 

total value of real estate and moveable property auctioned was as high as 

NT$49,712,025. 

With respect to real estate auctions, major cases involved plots of land in 

Pingzhen and Taoyuan districts in Taoyuan City, which were sold by the 

Taoyuan branch of AEA at a price of NT$4.28 million and NT$4.21 million, 

respectively. The Changhua branch of AEA auctioned off a plot of land and a 

building in Shengang township, Changhua County, for NT$24 million. The 

Kaohsiung branch of AEA auctioned off a plot of land and a building in 

Fengshan district, Kaohsiung City, for NT$5.78 million. AEA branches in 

other parts of the country also managed to have several plots of land change 

hands.  

Real estate auctions reached a value of NT$43,956,617, marking an 

excellent performance. 

In addition, AEA branches across the country auctioned off moveable 
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properties for NT$5,755,408 in total. 

The Taipei branch auctioned off a hand-drawn water color painting owned 

by the Shen Garden Cultural Innovation Corp. for NT$31,500, a variety of sun 

glasses, perfumes, and liquor gift boxes for NT$261,050, and shares of 

Hanshin Asset Management Holding Co., Ltd. for NT$430,000. The Shihlin 

branch auctioned off power supply machines for NT$600,000, and 58 items of 

sporting goods and pieces of clothing for NT260,000, drawing huge crowds of 

potential buyers. 

The Taichung branch auctioned off 2012 and 2010 vans for NT$680,000 

and NT$220,000, respectively. 

The Kaohsiung branch auctioned off 2005 and 2006 vans for the same 

price of NT$330,000. 

The Pingtung branch auctioned off a 2012 Luxgen cargo-passenger car 

for NT$380,000. 

People participating in the auctions were happy about the bargain sales. 

The auctions also helped the government secure outstanding taxes. 

To facilitate payments by buyers and catch up with the trend of mobile 

payments in place of payments in cash, the Taipei, Pingtung and I-lan branches 

provided mobile payment services, including “Apple Pay,” “Samsung Pay,” 

“Google Pay (Android Pay)” and “Taiwan Pay,” which allowed buyers to pay 

on their mobile phones in a super-convenient and safe way. Thank you for 

bringing mobile phones with you to the auctions. After a beep sound, you can 

bring home what you have purchased at the auctions! 


